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1. The first important ruler in the new capital was ------------

     	--->> Ali Ghazi

     	      Queen Amina

     	      Dugu

     	      Main Dunama

2. After the collapse of the first Kanuri Empire, a new capital was created and it is 
called -----------

     	      Lake Chad

     	--->> N'gazargamu

     	      Moroe

     	      Fezzan

3. After Mai Dala's death in 1573 ------------ usurped power in Bornu

     	--->> Magira

     	      Mai Mohammed

     	      Idris Aloma

     	      Ali Ghuji

4. Colonial administration simply means ----------------

     	      system of Administration when the Britain left Africa

     	      system of Administration before Britain came to Africa

     	--->> system of Administration Europeans came to Africa

     	      system of Administration military used in Africa

5. The Eastern part of Kanuri empire that was also  warden of the King's household 
was headed by -------------------
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     	      Yerima

     	--->> Mestrema

     	      Galadima

     	      Kaigama

6. The original inhabitats of Kanem-Bornu is called -------------

     	      The Zaghawa

     	      Kanury or Kanembi

     	      The Dulala

     	--->> the S.O

7. When the rulling dynasty changed, the royal establishment abounds its capital of 
Mana and settled in the new capital called ----------------

     	      El Ghazi

     	--->> Njimi

     	      Lake Chad

     	      Fezzan

8. An important king whose reign was a remarkable expansion of KanemBornu 
kingdom was -------

     	      Mai

     	      Umme Filmi

     	      Queen Amina

     	--->> Duncima II

9. Kanem-Bornu was probably founded around --------------

     	--->> mid-19th century

     	      mid-8th century

     	      mid-7th century

     	      mid-6th century
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10. The empire that last over a thousand years is --------------

     	      Mals empire and Egyptian empire

     	      Egyptian empire

     	--->> Kanuri empire

     	      Bornu empire
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